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Seasons in New York
Pour traiter cette double page et aboutir à la mini-tâche, un travail en groupes (2 ou plus) 

est préconisé. Les différents groupes se concentrent sur un seul tableau et répondent aux 

questions 1) a. b. c. en s’aidant de la rubrique Help!

Un rapporteur dans chaque groupe prendra la parole pour faire une synthèse du travail.

Puis un débat pourra être organisé entre les élèves pour aborder la question 2, A calendar 

(mini-tâche).

 a. In the first painting, the scene takes place in Central Park, in New York during the summer. 

Although the park is crowded, the atmosphere is peaceful. People look relaxed and light-

hearted. They are smartly-dressed and they must have gone for a walk because the weather 

is sunny/fine. Some people are sitting on a bench, talking. Some are strolling along the 

paths. Others are in horse carriages, driving around the whole park. The colours are bright 

and this creates a sense of cheerfulness.

 b. This/these painting(s) remind(s) me of paintings by Renoir or Monet.

 c. Indeed, both painters painted scenes of everyday life. The scenes they painted could be 

set in natural or urban landscapes. Moreover in this/these painting(s) we can recognize the 

technique used by Renoir or Monet. Both painters relied on sketchiness/sketchy outlines and 

patchiness to convey the experience of the rapid movement or variety in a scene. In order to 

avoid the smooth finish of traditional painting, they used broad brushstrokes which produced 

a blurred effect and conveyed a sense of liveliness.

 If I had to choose a painting, I would choose the painting by Robert Henri because in my 

opinion, it best represents New York City at the turn of the 20th century. 

 At that time the city was developing and becoming the tallest city in the world. 

 In this canvas the height is suggested through the numerous vertical lines of the huge buil-

dings and of the street lamp that is right in the middle. 

 I don’t agree with you. To me, the most representative painting of New York is Central Park 

because Central Park is an icon of New York.

 Er ... um ... Central Park is still an icon, even in the twenty-first century!

 Don’t forget that New York is the city that never sleeps! Activity best symbolizes this city, 

especially at the turn of the twentieth century.

 I agree with you. I feel that although there is a snowstorm, people are still on the move and 

keep working. They are plodding through the snow and yet they seem to be active and busy, 

which is the best definition of New York. 

 The broad brushstrokes probably help create this sense of movement. That’s why I prefer the 

second painting by Robert Henri.
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A city of steel 
> Mise en œuvre 
Travail en groupes : chaque groupe traitera un aspect du document question a., b., c.

Travail en groupe classe : une mise en commun sera réalisée à partir de la prise de parole 

du rapporteur de chaque groupe.

> Prolongement recommandé 
On renverra les élèves aux sites suivants pour un travail plus approfondi sur l’architecture 

des gratte-ciels : http://inventors.about.com/library/inventors/blskyscapers.htm et 

http://www.madehow.com/Volume-6/Skyscraper.html

On donnera ce travail à faire à la maison, au CDI ou au labo multimédia, s’il y en a un dans l’éta-

blissement. Ce travail de recherche servira à réaliser la mini-tâche de la page 245 du manuel.

 a. This document is a photograph taken by Charles C. Ebbets in the USA, in 1932, a few 

years after the 1929 financial crisis/during the Great Depression. The construction site 

which was photographed was the one of the Rockefeller Centre in New York City. 

 On the photo, we can see several blue-collar workers who are sitting on a steel beam at 

the top of a skyscraper. The photo must have been taken during the workers’ break, at lunch 

time because we can see their lunch boxes. Their feet are dangling in the void/emptiness 
and below them we can recognize Central Park so we know the picture was snapped in New 

York City. They are resting and look really relaxed (they are chatting and smoking).They do 

not seem to be afraid of heights/they do not feel dizzy at all. 

 b. We know that after the 1929 financial crash, many workers were unemployed/jobless. 

Some wealthy businessmen like Rockefeller decided to invest their money in construction 
sites in order to boost the American economy. Skilled workers who were not afraid of 
heights were hired to build skyscrapers. They were not reluctant to risk their lives provided 

they had a job and a little money to support their families. At that time employers were totally 

regardless of safety rules; that’s why it is not surprising that the workers in the photo should 

wear no safety harnesses. Blue-collar workers were ready to work for very low wages as 

long as they had a job. Although the working conditions were often strenuous/difficult/
hard, workers were eager to have a job. 

 c. To me/As far as I’m concerned, I think the photographer wanted to glorify the economic 

power of the USA despite the 1929 crash. He relied on a high angle-shot to show how tall 

and high the New York skyscrapers were. The blurred background underlined/emphasized 

the towering aspect of the skyscraper. The whole effect gave/conveyed an impression of 

power. The effect produced conveyed the impression that skyscrapers (like the economy) 

were soaring.

> Mise en œuvre 
 Avant d’écouter l’enregistrement  les élèves répondront à la question b. 

> Corrigé b.
 dynamism – canvases – fractured – kaleidoscope – stained – glass

 Les élèves écouteront l’enregistrement plusieurs fois et relèveront les dates, les noms 

propres dans un premier temps puis tous les mots porteurs de sens qu’ils entendront. 

 Ils utiliseront les éléments repérés pour pouvoir traiter la correction 3, Oral account, à l’aide 

des amorces de phrases proposées dans le manuel (correction ci-après).

> Script de l’enregistrement
 – Now what famous monument of New York can you recognize in this painting?

 – Brooklyn Bridge, of course! 

1.
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 – And Joseph Stella (who was born in Italy in 1877 and died in 1946) named his painting, 

which is part of a series of five related canvases, dating from 1920-1922: The Voice of the 

City of New York Interpreted: The Bridge.

 – Why “The Voice of the City of New York”?

 – Well ... because to Joseph Stella, Brooklyn Bridge best represented New York. The main 

part of the painting focuses on this architectural modern icon with its famous Gothic 

arches, its maze of cables and wires, its pedestrian walkway and in the background the 

breathtaking prospect of Manhattan skyscrapers. To Joseph Stella the conventions of tra-

ditional painting seemed powerless / failed to convey the dynamism of modernity, techno-

logy, machines and life in the city. That’s why he converted to Futurism, an Italian artistic 

movement in the beginning of the 20th century, which relied on fractured, colourful and 

abstract fragments to capture the complexities and energy of the machine age. Hence the 

technique used by Joseph Stella when he depicted the monument through a large variety of 

shapes and colours that remind us of a kaleidoscope or a stained-glass window to suggest 

the richness and diversity of New York.

 Joseph Stella was born in Italy in 1877 and he died in 1946. The painting dates back to the 

beginning of the twentieth century. We do not know exactly when it was painted because 

it was part of a series of five-related canvases. This period corresponds to the time when 

the Futurist movement developed. Like the members of the Futurist movement, Joseph 

Stella glorified the dynamism of modernity, technology, machines and the city. He believed 

the conventions of traditional painting failed to capture the complexities and energy of 

the machine age. That is why the canvas includes an architectural modern icon (Brooklyn 

Bridge) with its Gothic arches, its maze of cables and wires and its pedestrian walkways. Jo-

seph Stella was convinced that by using fractured, colourful and abstract fragments, which 

remind us of a kaleidoscope or a stained-glass window, he could convey the richness and 

diversity of New York City.

> Mise en œuvre
 Cette activité de synthèse à l’écrit pourra être réalisée à la maison ou en classe en groupes. 

 Les élèves s’aideront des recherches qu’ils auront effectuées sur l’architecture de New York.

> Proposition de corrigé
 At the beginning of the twentieth century, New York City was famous all over the world 

because its architecture — embodied by its skyscrapers — glorified the American indus-

trial, financial, economic and cultural power as we realized when we studied the photo by 

Charles C. Ebbets. Indeed, the building of skyscrapers was made possible thanks to several 

important technological advances. First in the 1850s, safe elevators were invented, which 

enabled architects to design high towers. In the 1880s, engineers invented mass-produced 

steel (an alloy / mixture / blend of iron and carbon) inexpensively. Therefore it was now 

possible to build a steel structure / frame / skeleton of vertical columns and horizontal 

beams so the outside walls did not support the weight of the whole building. The walls no 

longer needed to be thick. Architects resorted to glass, aluminium or stainless steel, marble 

or granite for the exterior walls. Consequently tall skyscrapers could be constructed. Finally 

reinforced concrete was an important component of skyscrapers because it helped resist 

tremendous wind forces that could cause motion and discomfort for the people living or 

working in skyscrapers. Several other innovations like central heating or the telephone 

helped transform the American skylines at the turn of the twentieth century. Joseph Stella’s 

way of painting and subjects symbolize this modernity.

3.
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Neighbourhoods 
 Le professeur fera observer le tableau Little Italy  de Red Grooms pendant 30 secondes 

puis la classe fermera les livres. On peut s’attendre à ce que les élèves mentionnent :

 a. Les personages : a fat woman, a naked woman, a bear, a lady with a pram/ a mother, 

 a passer-by…

  Les objets : a car, a restaurant sign, a trash can, a pot of flowers, birds…

 b. La météo : a blue sky, some clouds, a hot summer's day

 c. La localisation: in the foreground / background, on the right / left, in the middle / 

 centre…

On engagera les élèves à faire des prises de parole en continu dès que possible.

> Productions possibles  
In this painting the weather is fine; it certainly is a hot summer's day and the sky is all 

blue but for a few clouds. The characters are wearing summer clothes and I can even see 

a naked woman at her window in the top left-hand corner.  On the opposite side, there is 

a weird woman (or is it a man?) wearing a hairnet. In the foreground a lady is crossing the 

street with her pram. She is just stepping on the pavement / sidewalk.

 a. Colours: red, yellow and orange 

 b. Impression of: vitality, crowds, movement, dynamism, chaos

 c. Activities: relax, look at, overlook, watch, gaze, stare at, cross the street, walk, go for a 

walk, walk a dog / a child, stroll, drive a car, shop / go shopping

 d. Little Italy, Manhattan

> Productions possibles
What strikes me first when I look at this painting are the bright colours. Red, yellow and 

orange are the dominant shades. This reinforces my first impression of vitality and move-

ment: indeed, the people are busy walking, driving or shopping. There is a crowd in the 

centre and the street is bustling with life. The oversized lady on the right and the bear 

crossing the street emphasize the chaos of the scene. The dense traffic makes me think of 

a frantic Italian traffic jam.  I must admit I didn’t immediately think of New York when I dis-

covered the painting. Yet the fire escapes on the façades/sides of the building  are typical 

of downtown Manhattan. Just the same, there is a yellow cab right in the middle. 

 Naïve and realistic (lack of proportion or perspective, bright contrasting colours, childlike 

simplicity, scenes with animals…) 

 a. How true to life!   It’s so much like a photograph!   It’s so realistic!  It can’t be a 
painting!  It must be an old photograph!
This painting is strikingly realistic. The car parked on the left looks like an oldie from the 

sixties. How typical of a view of New York to show a Coca Cola billboard!

Yet I think it is a dehumanized world of concrete which doesn’t appeal to me because I 

would rather live in the countryside.

 b. Estes is a photo-realist because his painting is both very realistic and looks like a pho-

tograph. Indeed, I can clearly see the shadows of the buildings contrasting with the bright 

street. The scene is true to life; every detail is shown, from the huge billboards, the skys-

crapers, the shop windows,  the traffic lights to the different shades of the street tarmac… 

He portrays a typical  New York street. The viewer immediately recognizes the city. It is very 

close to reality because this urban scene looks very familiar.

c. Le professeur fera recopier le passage sur papier libre. Il demandera aux élèves de pro-

céder comme pour les autres lectures oralisées du manuel.

1.

2.
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- Marquer les pauses de respiration.

- Souligner les mots porteurs.

- Faire apparaître les liaisons entre les mots porteurs et les formes faibles.

 Prepare your task

> Productions possibles 
You are now in front of Red Grooms’ famous painting entitled Little Italy. This colourful 

painting enlightens the whole room with its joyful New York summer street.

As for Red Grooms, he is a prolific, contemporary artist whose work appeals to all sorts of 

art fans. He was born in Nashville, Tennessee in 1937, and began his artistic career while 

at school. In 1957 Grooms moved to New York City to be near his favourite subject-matter. 

The vibrant colour of his hair earned him the name “Red”. His first major work, The City 

of Chicago, was a large, colourful, satirical view of city life, and it was a tremendous hit 

with the public. It earned him a cover article in Look magazine, in 1967. During the 1970s, 

Grooms painted the Big Apple again and again. He tried to make the viewers feel the sights, 

sounds, smells and shapes of America’s biggest cosmopolitan city. 

Let’s go back to Little Italy; indeed, have a close look … Do you notice this merry crowd 

of ethnic diversity. Don’t you feel dizzy? You are looking down onto a city street from a 

very exaggerated perspective. Buildings seem to tilt in towards the street with angled fire 

escapes dangling dangerously over a street filled with cars and people. Everything is out of 

proportion, from the enormous character on the right-hand side to the giant blue dog in the 

middle of the zebra crossing. What a fantastic painting! 

5.

- How does Estes // find the subject matter // for his paintings? 
                          �                                           /���������������������������������������������������������i/ 

- He just wanders around //and looks at things //. He takes a lot of pictures // if something  
                          /�/             �     /a�/     �                          �                                                 �          �                          �  

strikes him // and he thinks it’s interesting //. And he really didn’t want to do things // just out  
     /ai/                �                                    �                                                                 /i:/                                                                                        �       
� 
of his mind //, to make up things //. 
                   /ai/                             �  
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The city that never sleeps 
> Mise en œuvre
Travail par pairwork ou par groupe sur le tableau. Un rapporteur par groupe est désigné. Un 

rapporteur prend la parole, on procède ensuite à une reprise collective. Selon le niveau de 

la classe, les élèves les plus solides pourront construire seuls leur trace écrite, les élèves 

les plus fragiles pourront compléter le texte à trous fourni p. 248 dans le manuel. 

> Guidage possible du travail de groupe 
What elements immediately strike you? Why? 

What are your first reactions to the painting? 

What time of day is it? 

What angle shot is used by the painter and why? What is the effect on the viewer?

What buildings were chosen? What are they symbolic of? 

Do you like this painting? Why? Why not? 

Imagine that this painting is a book cover… What kind of story would it illustrate? 

What kind of music would you associate with painting? Why? 

This painting shows two skyscrapers at night. It relies on geometric design. This painting 

looks dark, gloomy and fascinating at the same time. The low-angle shot was chosen to 

convey an impression of height and power, to reinforce the vertical lines of the compo-

sition. The viewer feels tiny compared to the huge and imposing skyscrapers that are 

reaching for the sky. The only ray of light comes from the moon. The world of concrete 

represented here looks cold and inhuman. No human presence can be noticed. The skys-

crapers may represent the economic power of big corporations. People live and work in a 

metallic and deserted world. It conveys the impression that streets are canyons and that 

people are overpowered.   

> Prolongement possible 
 Le travail de recherche sur Georgia O’Keefe qui peut donner lieu à une prise de parole en 

continu d’un élève:   http://www.okeeffemuseum.org e et http://www.lkwdpl.org/wihohio/

okee-geo.htm

 > Script de l’enregistrement
Journalist: Hello Potter. Potter Guifford, you’re an art expert on Hopper. Nighthawks is your 

favourite painting by Hopper. Tell us why. 

Potter Guiffrod: I love this painting because the scene takes place late at night in New 

York. The light attracts our eyes. The bar becomes a focal point because the streets around 

are deserted and empty. These people are looking for some comfort. The bar becomes a 

shelter for lonely people. Light is important. The painting is based on a contrast between a 

dark street and a brightly-lit café. 

Journalist: Who are the people represented? 

Potter Guifford: Four characters are in a café: a red-haired woman, aged about thirty, wea-

ring a bright-red dress; two men are wearing dark suits and hats. They are silently having a 

late-night drink. Neither of the three patrons is talking. They don’t seem to be talking to one 

another. The street looks deserted. Darkness surrounds them. The bar is the only sign of 

life. The painting conveys the impression they aIl look dejected and gloomy. 

Journalist: Is solitude the dominant theme? 

Potter Guifford: Yes, definitely. They all seem to be lost in their dreams, to be very lone-

some. We are struck by silence and desolation. The atmosphere is stifling, everything is 

lifeless. Only the woman seems to be alive. The characters are cut off from one another. 

1.
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They are strangers, they are worlds apart. Obviously they don’t communicate. These people 

want to escape their monotonous life.

Journalist: Who can these people be?

Potter Guifford: Well, it all depends on your imagination. The woman is heavily made-up 

and looks like a hooker: she is hot. 

This scene reminds me of “The Big Sleep”, with Humphrey Bogart. The man may be a de-

tective, or a spy. The woman may attract him and then trap him. 

Or we can imagine she may have been jilted by her lover. 

Or the couple may be in love. 

Or the woman may have sneaked out to see her lover. She may want to discuss something  

with him in an anonymous place. 

Or they may have been to a boring party and may have left earlier. 

Anyway, the customers try to find a refuge, are trying to escape the sadness and melan-

choly of city life. 

Journalist: Thank you, that was fascinating. 

 Ce travail de recherche sur Hopper aura le double avantage de faire connaître l’artiste et de 

faire découvrir plusieurs tableaux du peintre. Il  pourra donner lieu à un travail, soit au labo-

ratoire multimédia, soit à un travail à la maison avec prise de notes, prise de parole devant 

la classe et pause récapitulative. Les élèves se serviront des notes prises pour rédiger la 

biographie de Hopper (4 Write a biography).

 Cette activité de synthèse à l’écrit pourra être réalisée à la maison ou en classe, individuel-

lement ou en groupes. 

> Proposition de corrigé
Edward Hopper (1882-1967) was a realist who portrayed America, common America. 

Hopper’s subjects were the city, the small town and the countryside. He mainly focused on 

people’s everyday life. That’s why he painted hotel rooms, bars, offices and restaurants. In 

all these anonymous places he captured silent moments. Many of these places are quiet 

and empty. What dominates is a sense of isolation. In the 1930’s and 1940’s he insisted on 

the lack of communication, the solitude of people who live in big cities. 

Your task at the end of this project

> Proposition de corrigé
My favourite painting is Room in New York. This scene is portrayed through the eyes of a 

passer-by who is glancing at the window. The scene takes place at dusk. 

It represents a middle-class couple seen from the outside. It is an everyday scene. 

First, we are struck by the contrast between the warm colours and the cold atmosphere 

conveyed by the painter. The husband and the wife are sitting on either side of the table, 

which suggests they are worlds apart. 

The man is reading the newspaper. He doesn’t care a damn about his wife, pays no atten-

tion to her. He is cut off from her, and is indifferent to her.

The woman is pretending to play the piano, because she wants to attract his attention. 

She looks bored, frustrated and gloomy. She is waiting for a sign from her husband.

It underlines the boredom of her life. These people are strangers; they don’t communicate. 

The characters have no special features; their faces are blurred. They could represent an 

average couple. The passer- by can easily identify with these characters. 

3.
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